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The Formation and Evolution of 
Giant Molecular Clouds

1. How do GMCs form and what from? 

2. What processes are important for GMC 
evolution, and star formation within GMCs?

3. How long do GMCs survive and what causes 
them to disperse?
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Some cautionary notes!

i) No standard definition of a cloud

ii) Clouds do not have an edge

iii)12CO ≠ 13CO ≠ density (numerical)

iv) Cloud evolution likely different in different galaxies and 
environments

v) Simulations in this talk do not resolve internal 
properties of GMCs
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v) Simulations that do 
resolve internal clouds, 
and star formation

Bonnell et al. 2013

See also van Loo et al, 
2013, Jonathan’s talk

Origin of star formation rates 3

Figure 1. An overview of the numerical simulations with !disc = 4.2M! pc"2 is shown in terms of their column densities. In the
global galactic disc simulation, gas shocks, cools and coalesce in the spiral arms to form dense clouds. One of the clouds from the global
simulation is used to perform the Cloud re-simulation, where we have increased the mass resolution by a factor of 256 in order to study
in detail how the star formation region is formed. The last 3 panels show the cold gas (T < 50 K) in the central regions of the Gravity
re-simulation, which now includes self gravity and sink particles to indicate stellar clusters. Gas in the two re-simulations explores scales,
and exhibits the densities and temperatures typical of molecular clouds (103 cm"3 and < 20 K) which are otherwise unfeasible in full
global disc simulations. In each panel, the column density of the gas is shown, the logarithmic scale from 10"4 to 0.1 g cm"2 for the
global simulation, 10"3 to 0.1 g cm"2 for the Cloud re-simulation, and from 0.002 to 2 g cm"2 for the Gravity re-simulation.

c! 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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iv) Cloud evolution likely different in 
different galaxies and environments
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Evolution of GMCs in a Grand Design 
Spiral with a fixed spiral pattern
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2 armed spiral

Σ=8 M⊙pc-2

Mparticle~300 M⊙

Dobbs & Pringle 2013

SPH (sphNG code)

thermodynamics + 
chemistry  (Glover 
& MacLow 2007) 

self gravity

stellar feedback
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8 million particles
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GMC Formation
 GMCs form from both diffuse and dense gas

Spiral 
example

Dobbs, Pringle & 
Burkert 2012

Red = cloud selected

Green = 10 Myr earlier

Blue = 30 Myr earlier

Purple = 50 Myr earlier

Black = galactic average
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GMC Formation
 GMCs are formed by:

- mergers of smaller clouds in the arms
Field & Saslaw 1965, Scoville & Hersch 1979, Casoli & Combes 1982, Kwan & Valdes 1983, 

1987, Tomisaka 1984, 1986, Dobbs, Bonnell & Pringle 2006, Dobbs 2008,  Tan 2000,  Tasker 

& Tan 2009

Frequency of cloud-cloud collisions much higher in spiral 
arms (cloud collisions every ~1/5th of orbit otherwise 
(Tasker & Tan 2009))

- self gravity
Cowie 1981; Elmegreen 1978, 1982; Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1986; Kwan & Veldes 1987; 

Shetty & Ostriker 2006; Dobbs 2008
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GMC Formation

 Agglomeration in the spiral 
shock is the primary means 
of GMC formation - no 
need for self gravity

 But with self gravity, 
more coherent clouds 
are formed

Self gravityNo self gravity (of gas)

Noticeably more 
massive clouds form

Self gravity, high Ʃ

Ʃ=8M⊙pc-2 Ʃ=20M⊙pc-2

Dobbs (2008)
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Evolution of GMCs in a Grand Design 
Spiral with a fixed spiral pattern

- Cloud properties and evolution
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A Cloud’s Life

- Cloud undergoes significant changes in 
shape and constituent gas

- Even with fewer collisions, the cloud is 
still subject to large scale dynamics
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GMC evolution

Generally GMCs subject to 

- collisions / interactions with other clouds

- shocks (see Bonnell et al. 2013)

- external and internal stellar feedback

- galactic shear

as well as gravity, cooling, UV heating
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What do we know about observed GMC 
properties?

 GMCs exhibit unusual rotations (Blitz 
1993, Rosolowsky et al. 2005, Imara & Blitz 
2011a,b)

 GMCs both bound and unbound (Heyer 
et al. 2009, Roman-Duval 2010, Colombo 
2013), but α close to 1

 GMCs exhibit a mass spectrum of slope 
-1.5 to -2.5 (above references)

retrograde:

prograde:
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Rotation - induced by collisions

~40% retrograde

Dobbs, Burkert & Pringle 2011 no strong dependence on 
feedback, but need some feedback

No spiral arms - fewer collisions
see also Tasker & Tan 2009
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Unbound clouds require feedback

α~5σ2R
    GM

Observations

low (1% efficiency) 
feedback

moderate (5%) 
feedback

see also 
Hopkins et al. 
2011

Dobbs, Burkert 
& Pringle 2011
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Mass spectra - requires clumpy medium, 
and again that gas is not overly bound 

Dobbs, Burkert & Pringle 2011

1% feedback:
bimodal distribution, with 

many massive clouds
very wrong!

higher feedback:
dN/dM~M-2, similar to 

observations 

14 C. L. Dobbs

are bound compared to only 30 per cent with the spiral po-
tential (even when just considering the lower mass clouds).
In other respects the clouds are similar. The distributions
of aspect ratios are similar, and the clouds in Run L5nosp

are short-lived. This di�erence in � could reflect that the
spiral potential allows gas to be gathered together indepen-
dently of gravity, whereas without the spiral potential, the
clouds are more often formed bound, undergo gravitational
collapse, and are then dispersed.

The third and fifth panels compare the proper-
ties of clouds in models with di�erent surface den-
sities (L10 and M10, with 8 and 16 M⇤ pc�2 and
⇥ = 10 per cent). The properties of the clouds are
similar. There is a greater di�erence between mod-
els L5 and M5, as in L5 the feedback is su⇤cient to
disrupt the clouds, but not M5. However we do not
compare these two cases, as the M5 model does not
show convergence.

We compute mass spectra for the calculations with dif-
ferent star formation e⌅ciencies in Fig. 20 (Runs L1, L5
and L20). The cloud mass function has a slope of around
dN/dM ⇤ M�1.9±0.1 for the clouds in Runs L5 and L20,
with 5 and 20 per cent e⌅ciencies (and though not shown,
the slope is similar for Run L10 with 10 per cent e⌅ciency).
This is similar to the results we obtained in Dobbs (2008),
and to observations (Heyer et al. 2001). Thus the star for-
mation e⌅ciency does not change the slope, rather the level
of stellar feedback determines the normalisation of the cloud
mass function. For the calculation with 20 per cent e⌅ciency,
there are fewer clouds, and the maximum mass is 7.5� 105

M⇤. Though we do not show it in Fig. 20, the cloud mass
spectrum for Run M10, with a higher surface density, has
a slightly shallower slope (dN/dM ⇤ M�1.65±0.1), which
could be due to the increased importance of self gravity
(Dobbs 2008; Dib et al. 2008). The normalisation is also
naturally higher.

The mass function for Run L1, with ⇥ = 1 per cent is
very di�erent. There is a peak at 5� 106 M⇤, which is not
seen in observations. Again these high mass clouds are grav-
itationally bound, long lived clouds. In Run L1, feedback
is insu⌅cient to disrupt the clouds, therefore they can con-
tinue to increase in size. Their mass is instead only limited
by their age, and the accretion of gas from the surround-
ing medium. In fact any of the simulations where we find
a significant number of clouds which do not follow a con-
stant surface density relation (i.e. L1, eventually L5, and
M5) would exhibit such a bimodal distribution.

7.2 Cloud heights and Orion

Earlier in Fig. 9 we showed the heights of supernovae events
in the disc. We also determined the height of the clouds
found in calculations L5, L10 and L20, at a time of 200
Myr. The maximum heights of the clouds are ⇥ 120, 220
and 300 pc for the calculations with 5, 10 and 20 per cent
e⌅ciency respectively. Orion lies at a height of 200 pc above
the midplane. For the 10 and 20 per cent e⌅ciency calcula-
tions, clouds with heights similar to Orion are relatively easy
to produce. For the 5 per cent calculation, they are much
rarer. Fig. 9 shows that a small number of supernovae have
occured at heights of 200 pc, suggesting we would only find
such a high latitude cloud at particular time intervals.

Figure 20. The mass spectra are shown for the calculations with
� = 1, 5 and 20 per cent (L1, L5 and L20), where there is a spiral
potential. The spectra are calculated at a time of 200 Myr for
Runs A5 and A20, and 125 Myr for Run A1. The slope of the
mass spectra is about dN/dM ⇥ M�1.9±0.1 when � = 5 and 20
per cent, the mass spectrum is merely shifted to lower masses
with the higher star formation e�ciency. The spectra for the 1
per cent e�ciency case (Run L1) exhibits a bimodal distribution
due to a population of long-lived bound clouds.

7.3 Cloud rotation

The angular momenta of the clouds is shown in Fig. 21 for
Run L5. As pointed out in Dobbs (2008), cloud collisions
can be su⌅ciently disruptive to cause GMCs to have a net
rotation in a direction opposite to the rotation of the galaxy.
The distribution is similar to that shown in Dobbs (2008),
with a similar fraction (37 per cent) of retrograde rotating
clouds. The low mass clouds have slightly higher angular
momenta compared to Dobbs (2008).

We show the fraction of retrograde clouds for the dif-
ferent calculations in Fig. 22. Observations of clouds in our
Galaxy, and M33, suggest that ⇥ 40–60 per cent of clouds
exhibit retrograde rotation (Phillips 1999; Rosolowsky et al.
2003; Imara et al. 2011; Imara & Blitz 2011). For the calcu-
lations with ⇥ = 5, 10 and 20 per cent (L5, L10 and L20),
the fraction of retrograde clouds agrees with observations.
For Run L1 (⇥ = 1 per cent) however, there are only ⇥ 13
per cent retrograde clouds, much lower then observations. In
this calculation, much of the gas accumulates into > 106M⇤
clouds which rarely collide and are not substantially dis-
rupted by stellar feedback. Thus there is no mechanism to
cause these clouds to rotate retrogradely. Instead the clouds
continue to accrete gas due to self gravity.

We also show in Fig. 22 the fraction of retrograde clouds
for Runs L5nosp and L10nosp. In both cases the fraction of
retrograde clouds is less than with the spiral potential. This
again points to a scenario where collisions are less important
in the calculations without a spiral potential, and the clouds
mainly form by self gravity.

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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Evolution of GMCs in a Grand Design 
Spiral with a fixed spiral pattern

- Cloud dispersal
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Cloud dispersal

Shear

Surface density at which 
cloud is disrupted:

rcloud dF/dR = Ʃcrit G

Timescale: ~ A-1

Suggest shear most relevant 
at large scales, at small rgal

densities at which shear 
disrupts clouds

timescale
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Feedback also directly disperses clouds
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Cloud dispersal
Giant Molecular clouds 9

Cloud Mass No. particles ↵ Location at Nature of cloud Nature of cloud
(105 M�) T0 = 250 Myr evolution dispersal

Cloud380 20 6386 2.9 Spiral arm (R=3.1 kpc) forms from and disperses into smaller clouds shear + feedback
Cloud788 1.7 559 3.7 Spiral arm (R=4.3 kpc) remains of, and progenitor of more massive cloud feedback
Cloud877 3.1 999 1.8 Spiral arm (R=4.1 kpc) forms from and disperses into smaller clouds shear + unbound
Cloud355 0.96 305 3.6 Inter-arm (R=3.3 kpc) remains of more massive GMC shear + unbound
Cloud159 2.7 863 2.7 Outer disc (R= 8.3 kpc) forms from and disperses into smaller clouds unbound
Cloud1198 13 4291 0.8 Spiral arm (R=3.4 kpc) remains of more massive GMC feedback

Table 1. The different clouds examined in this paper. Outer disc refers to the outer region of the disc (R > 5 kpc) where the spiral pattern is not particularly
strong. The inner part of the disc is divided into spiral arm and inter-arm. Due to the complexity of determining cloud dispersal, the final column is somewhat
speculative, but is based on Figure 5, ↵, the shapes of the clouds, and number / distribution of nearby feedback events (see also text).

Figure 9. The age distribution of stars which have formed from the con-
stituent gas of Cloud380 (top) and Clouds 159 and 355 (lower) are shown.
The distributions of ages are calculated at 250 Myr.

5.2.3 Cloud355

Cloud355 is the remains of a more massive (⇠ 2.9⇥ 105 M�) spi-
ral arm cloud. Cloud355 is situated in a spur, and simply becomes
more sheared out with time. There are a couple of feedback events
between 250 and 260 Myr during the evolution of Cloud355, but
probably the main mechanism of dispersal is shear. Both Cloud355
and Cloud877 are unbound, and less massive, so they can more
quickly disperse.

5.2.4 Cloud159

Cloud159 appears to form and disperse in a similar manner to
Cloud380, i.e. from the accumulation of smaller clouds, and disper-
sal into smaller clouds. However as Cloud159 lies at a much larger
radius (8.3 kpc), shear is less likely to be able to disrupt the cloud
(and would do so on a longer timescale, see Figure 5). In addition,
there are no feedback events close to when the cloud disperses (un-
like Cloud380), so feedback is unlikely to be responsible for cloud
dispersal. Cloud159 appears relatively elongated (⇠ 100 pc ⇥20
pc) and splits into two at the narrowest point of the cloud. In fact,
Cloud159 forms from two clouds which adjoin, and then split apart
again (consequently Cloud159 only has a very short life, of around
5 Myr). This suggests the larger scale gas dynamics are determin-
ing the evolution of Cloud159. The mass of the continuation of
Cloud159 is shown in Figure 5. Similar to the other 105 M� clouds,
the lifetime is relatively short. The mass reduces less steeply with
time, possibly because the cloud is subject to less shear.

5.2.5 Cloud1198

Cloud1198 is the remains of a more massive (⇠ 2⇥106 M�) cloud.
Cloud1198 has the longest lifetime, exceeding the duration of the
40 Myr time period we consider (this is the only such example).
Unlike Cloud380, even by 270 Myr Cloud1198 is not particularly
elongated, and only one relatively small cloud has broken away,
although the mass of Cloud1198 is decreasing. This suggests that
feedback is slowly dispersing the cloud. This cloud is also the most
bound of those we study individually, and presumably shear and
large scale motions are not effective mechanisms for dispersing the
cloud.

5.2.6 Ages and star formation of clouds

In Figures 8 and 9 we show the star formation histories for some
of these lower mass clouds. Figure 8 (lower panel) again shows a
higher number of stars formed around 250 Myr. There is a peak
in the star formation rate for between about 5 and 10 Myr, again
suggesting that a ‘lifetime’ of these clouds would be several Myr.
However there are still a number of stars being formed after 255
Myr, showing that some of the gas is then accreting onto other
clouds and continuing a small amount of star formation. The mass
of stars formed from 245 to 255 Myr is ⇠ 1500 M� for Cloud159
and Cloud788, which gives a relatively low efficiency of . 1 %.

Figure 9 (lower panel) shows the age distribution of stars in
Cloud159 (the distribution is similar for Cloud788 and Cloud877).
The distribution is more strongly peaked at young ages, compared
to the more massive Cloud380, and thus more closely resembles

c� 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15

• Even clouds which have not seen 
recent star formation events still 
have relatively high velocity 
dispersions, due mainly to stellar 
feedback

!
Freya Aldred, Mphys student

σ v
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/s
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What is the lifetime of GMCs?
• What is ‘lifetime’? No obvious definition

Figure shows most gas in a cloud 
which is also in chosen 250 Myr cloud

Take time over which at least half the 
mass is present: Lifetime~20 Myr

Total mass of stars formed~5x104M⊙

Efficiency (stars formed / cloud mass ) = 
2.5%
Star formation rate regulated by feedback 
(Dobbs et al. 2011)
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What is the lifetime of GMCs?

red=50M⊙pc-2 clouds 

blue=100M⊙pc-2 clouds 

Clouds have lifetimes 
2-40 Myr

Most frequent ~ 4 to 
10 Myr

Dobbs & Pringle 2013
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What is the lifetime of GMCs?

Predicting the lifetime of a 
GMCs
tcr = L/σ
crossing time of cloud
don’t know L

Use semi-minor axis:
test = 2b/σ

Elmegreen (2000): star 
formation in a crossing time D

ob
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see also Hopkins et al. 2012
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What happens in the absence of spiral 
arms

With spiral arms No spiral arms
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GMCs form from diffuse gas, by gravitational instabilities 
combined with thermal instbaility

No spiral 
arms

Dobbs, Pringle & 
Burkert 2012

Formation of GMCs
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Star formation rates
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No strong dependency on spiral structure

Star formation rates
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Difference in population of clouds though

No spiral Spiral

• Role of spiral arms to gather up gas into more massive clouds
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Dispersal of GMCs

• Dispersal of gas quickly back to atomic phase - primarily by feedback

• Clouds likely to have short lifetimes (<10 Myr)

No spiral 
arms

Dobbs, Pringle & 
Burkert 2012

Red = cloud selected

Green = 10 Myr later

Blue = 30 Myr later

Purple = 50 Myr later

Black = galactic average

Spiral 
arms
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Conclusions

• Considered GMC evolution in a grand design spiral

• Clouds form by agglomeration and self gravity

• Clouds undergo a dynamical evolution, subject to 
collisions, and large scale gas flows, constantly changing 
their shape and constituent gas

• Feedback (which counters self gravity and also 
regulates star formaiton) and cloud collisions determine 
cloud properties

• Clouds disperse by feedback and shear, most with 
lifetimes of ≲10 Myr
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